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10:20 - 10:50 Early bird 
session: Have I got 
FTWeekend news for you?
Columnists and editors battle 
for primacy in a quiz on the 
stories, issues and people  
who have dominated the news 
in 2021. Jo Ellison, How To 
Spend It editor; Henry Mance, 
FT columnist; Martin Wolf, FT 
chief economics commentator. 
Quizmaster: Claer Barrett,   
FT consumer editor 

19:00 - 19:30 Special 
performance by the 
London Symphony 
Orchestra’s Brass Ensemble 
A closing finale to the sound 
of trumpets. This musical 
tour of London will include 
Fanfare/Intrada 3 by former 
LSO trumpeter Nigel Gomm, 
Gordon Langford’s London 
Miniatures, and ‘Mr Jums’ by 
Chris Hazell. Supported by 
the Huo Family Foundation
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11:00 - 11:50 The opener: Inside the  
FT’s editorial debate
Join FT editor Roula Khalaf and editorial 
writers for the daily meeting in which the 
FT’s brains’ trust decide our view on the 
issues of the day. Caroline Binham,  
FT leader writer; Veronica Kan-Dappah, 
FT executive editor; Edward Luce,  
FT US national editor; Sarah O’Connor, 
FT columnist; Martin Wolf, FT chief 
economics commentator. Moderated by 
Roula Khalaf, FT editor

11:00 - 11:45 Edmund de Waal: 
Conversations with the past
The acclaimed artist talks to FT arts 
editor, Jan Dalley about his latest book, 
‘Letters to Camondo,’ and about placing 
his contemporary work in dialogue with 
another era. 

11:00 - 11:45 Dark thoughts – the art  
of thriller writing
From domestic drama to high politics, 
artificial intelligence to financial 
skullduggery, is there any topic or situation 
that can’t be turned into a nail-biting 
bestseller? The writer of ‘The Girl on the 
Train’ on how to make blood pressure rise 
and pages turn. Paula Hawkins, author of 
‘A Slow Fire Burning’ in conversation with 
Barry Forshaw, FT crime critic 

11:00 - 11:45 Are cut flowers harming 
the planet?
The acclaimed floral designer, whose 
work includes the avenue of growing 
trees in Westminster Abbey for The 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge’s 
wedding, on the environmental concerns 
of the cut flower industry and how 
to put natural beauty back into our 
vases. Shane Connolly, floral designer 
in conversation with Jane Owen, 
FTWeekend contributing editor

11:00 - 11:45 What is the future of 
restaurants? 
A look at what’s next for an industry 
in peril. Angela Hartnett, chef; Tim 
Hayward, food writer; Michel Roux 
Jnr, chef; Polly Russell, food historian. 
Moderated by Alexander Gilmour,  
FT food and drink editor

11:00 - 11:50 How to build a post-
pandemic portfolio 
Tackling the big questions for long-
term investors and taking audience 
questions. Merryn Somerset Webb, 
FT personal finance and investment 
columnist in conversation with Claer 
Barrett, FT consumer editor
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11:00 - 11:40 The morning after thrill
Parathas are India’s answer to a 
greasy spoon fry up. Ravinder Bhogal, 
Jikoni chef-patron combines hers 
with Korean kimchi and Montgomery 
cheddar, served alongside the house 
Bloody ‘achaari Mary’- with a spicy  
lime pickle twist 

12:00 - 12:45 Life of a song music quiz
Two teams battle it out over fiendish 
rock and pop knowledge – and the 
audience joins in. Team captains: Peter 
Aspden and Helen Barrett with David 
Cheal, Cheyenne Darko, Fiona Sturges. 
Quizmaster: Ludovic Hunter-Tilney

12:00 - 12:45 The FTWeekend 
interview: Sir John Major
In a rare public discussion, the former 
prime minister will be responding 
to questions on the current crisis in 
Afghanistan;  Britain’s uncertain place 
in the world post-Brexit;  and the 
perilous allure of populism in today’s 
Conservative Party. Sir John Major, 
former prime minister in conversation 
with Alec Russell, FTWeekend editor

12:00 - 12:45 England, whose England?
Finding an identity in an age of rising 
nationalism. Camilla Cavendish, FT 
columnist, former head of the Downing 
Street policy unit; Sebastian Payne,  
FT Whitehall editor and author of  
‘Broken Heartlands’; Sathnam Sanghera, 
author of ‘Empireland’. Moderated by 
Frederick Studemann, FT literary editor

12:00 - 12:45 Beauty, biodiversity  
or both? The aims of post-pandemic 
gardening
How you can have a curated garden – 
and still embrace the spirit of rewilding. 
Richard Barley, Kew Gardens’ director 
of horticulture and learning and Robin 
Lane Fox, FT garden columnist 

12:00 - 12:45 The How To Spend It  
style clinic – what to wear now
Is the stiletto over? Are suits still 
appropriate? And what does the 
hybrid working wardrobe look like? 
Seeking solutions for your new 
style dilemmas? Our expert panel 
is here to help... Roksanda Ilincic, 
fashion designer; Patrick Grant, 
fashion designer and TV personality, 
Charlene Prempeh, How To Spend It 
contributing editor. Moderated by  
Jo Ellison, How To Spend It editor

12:00 - 12:45 Blood, sweat and  
gears: Tim Moore lifts the lid on life  
as a travel writer 
The best-selling travel writer on how  
he turned his eccentric cycle expeditions 
into a career, and why a bike is the best 
way to see the world. Tim Moore, cyclist 
and travel writer in conversation with 
Tom Robbins, FT Travel Editor

12:00 - 12:45 Family Fortunes
How to divide your inheritance 
without dividing your family. Chris 
Groves, Withers partner; Suzanne 
Kingston, Carey Olsen and Mills and 
Reeve consultant; Charlotte Ransom, 
Netwealth co-founder and CEO. 
Moderated by Stefan Wagstyl,  
FT Money editor

12:00 - 12:40 Kitchen comforts –  
the perfect pasta 
Angela Hartnett the Michelin-starred 
chef behind Murano and Cafe Murano, 
demonstrates how to create simple yet 
delicious tomato agnolotti

13:00 - 13:45 How to beat the  
next pandemic
The inspiring inside story of the  
creation of the vaccine, overcoming  
the sceptics, and how we will get through 
the winter. Anjana Ahuja, FT science 
columnist, co-author of ‘Spike: The Virus 
vs. The People’; Sarah Gilbert, creator  
of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine and  
co-author of ‘Vaxxers’. Moderated by 
Clive Cookson, FT science editor 

13:00 - 13:45 Representing Black: From  
Dido Elizabeth Belle to the present day
The history of Kenwood House feeds into 
a wider exploration of art history. Simon 
Schama, historian and FT contributing 
editor; Zoe Whitley, art curator and 
Chisenhale Gallery director. Moderated  
by Jan Dalley, FT arts editor

13:00 - 13:45 How to make the world  
add up: A data detective at large
The FT’s Undercover Economist explains 
how to think more clearly about the world, 
both by understanding the numbers and 
by understanding ourselves. Tim Harford, 
FTWeekend magazine columnist, presenter 
of BBC Radio’s ‘More or Less’ and author  
of ‘How To Make The World Add Up’ 

13:00 - 13:45 Minimalism or maximalism: 
How to style your home (if you are  
the boss)
Luke Edward Hall, House & Home 
columnist in conversation with Roula 
Khalaf, FT editor

13:00 - 13:45 Portraiture, power and 
politics: art and the society of now 
From the 16th-century oil painting to the 
21st-century selfie, the portrait has long 
been held as a barometer of our times. 
We discuss the changing power of the 
portrait – and what it says about society 
now. Simon Gillespie, art historian and 
conservator-restorer of fine art; Rasha 
Kahil, How To Spend It creative director; 
Thomas J. Price, artist. Moderated by 
Beatrice Hodgkin, How To Spend It 
deputy editor

13:00 - 13:45 Cooking the Med: Claudia 
Roden on 50 years of food writing
The cookery writer on her new book 
and how she revolutionised the West’s 
attitude to Mediterranean and Middle 
Eastern cooking. Claudia Roden, cookery 
writer in conversation with Rebecca Rose, 
FT Globetrotter editor

13:00 – 13:30 Partner session: 
Your pension and navigating the 
lifetime allowance 
Everything you need to know about 
managing your pension. Sam Pitts-
Tucker, Netwealth senior client adviser

13:00 - 13:40 How to be good at grilling 
Sarit Packer and Itamar Srulovich of 
Honey & Co cook burnt aubergines, 
grilled figs and a great big steak

14:00 - 14:50 New world disorder?
Twenty years after 9/11, the US-led mission 
in Afghanistan ended in ignominy. What 
does this mean for the region and global 
leadership? And after four years of the 
isolationist Trump, what is Biden’s vision for 
America’s role in the world? Yalda Hakim, 
BBC World News presenter; Edward Luce, 
FT US national editor; Nader Mousavizadeh, 
Macro Advisory Partners founding partner 
and CEO; Elif Shafak, author. Moderated by 
Roula Khalaf, FT editor

14:00 - 14:45 Theatre – why we need  
it more than ever
At the start of the pandemic the lights 
went out at theatres across the world. 
Amazingly playwrights, actors and theatre 
companies kept going – but at a price.
Lionel Barber, former FT editor and  
Ben Okri, poet and playwright

14:00 - 14:45 An office affair: writing  
the future of work
We spend more time at work than anywhere  
else. From visions of post-pandemic hybrid 
life to the relentless demands of technology, 
the way we work and how we write about 
it is changing. Tahmima Anam, author of 
‘The Start Up Wife’; Emma Jacobs, FT work 
and careers columnist; James Suzman, 
anthropologist and author. Moderated by 
Andrew Hill, FT management editor

14:00 - 14:45 Behind the scenes at the  
FT – anatomy of a scoop – and a scandal
The inside story of how our reporting led 
to the downfall of Greensill Capital, the 
humbling of David Cameron and a radical 
overhaul of the government’s relations  
with business. Cynthia O’Murchu,  
FT investigative reporter; Jim Pickard,  
FT chief political correspondent; Robert 
Smith, FT capital markets correspondent. 
Moderated by Arash Massoudi,  
FT corporate finance and deals editor

14:00 - 14:45 The future of design 
The return to joy post pandemic: a lively 
debate by some of the most innovative and 
colourful personalities on the international 
design scene. Martin Brudnizki, interior 
architect and product designer; Beata 
Heuman, interior and product designer; 
Charu Gandhi, interior architect and 
product designer; Matthew Williamson, 
interior and product designer. Moderated 
by Fiona Golfar, FT contributing editor 

14:00 - 14:45 Colin Thubron: A 3,000-
mile odyssey along the Amur River
In his 80th year, Britain’s legendary 
travel writer set out to follow the Amur, 
between Russia and China. He returns  
to recount his adventure 

14:00 - 14:50 After the boom: what  
next for the UK property market?
House prices soared and sales hit a new 
record in the pandemic. But as offices 
reopen and the “race for space” eases, 
which way will the market go? Frances 
Clacy, Savills associate director in 
residential research; Ayesha Ofori, rental 
property investor; Henry Pryor, property 
buying agent. Moderated by Nathan 
Brooker, FT House & Home editor

14:00 - 14:40 Depth of flavour & spice 
with Elizabeth Haigh
Mei Mei chef and owner demonstrates 
one of her signature dishes: Beef 
Rendang – a rich, deep and flavourful 
stew, in which beef is slowly braised with 
a combination of spices until it falls apart

18:00 - 18:45 How to eat better
Tackling the big food debates of our 
time, from whether to go vegan or 
renounce all processed sugar, and 
whether it’s ever OK to buy avocados? 
Henry Mance, FT columnist and author 
of ‘How to Love Animals’; Chris van 
Tulleken, infectious diseases doctor 
and broadcaster; Bee Wilson, author  
of ‘The Way We Eat Now’. Moderated 
by Pilita Clark, FT columnist

18:00 - 18:45 From Brideshead to 
Brexit and beyond 
Oxford University in the 1980s  
shaped Boris Johnson, David Cameron 
and a generation of Tories who have 
dominated British politics for a decade  
– but to what end and where next?
Lee Cain, former Downing St director 
of communications; David Gauke, 
former Lord Chancellor; Rachel 
Johnson, author. Moderated by Robert 
Shrimsley, FT political columnist

17:00 - 17:45 The way ahead  
for dance
Wayne McGregor, choreographer and 
director talks with Jan Dalley, FT arts 
editor about creative responses to the 
pandemic and what the future holds

17:00 - 17:45 The one big thing – what to do 
now to save the climate
It has been a summer of storms, floods, 
heatwaves and fires. How should we combat 
climate change? Who is to blame? And is there 
any chance world leaders in Glasgow will do 
what is needed? Introductory film and closing 
poem by Ben Okri, poet, playwright and activist. 
Alice Bell, climate campaigner and author; 
Lauren Indvik, FT fashion editor; Jojo Mehta, 
Stop Ecocide International executive director. 
Moderated by Pilita Clark, FT columnist and 
award-winning environment writer

17:00 - 17:45 Can we talk about sex? 
Desire in the age of #Metoo and consent. 
Luke Brown, author of ‘Theft’; Katharine 
Angel, author of ‘Tomorrow Sex Will Be 
Good Again’; Amia Srinivasan, author of 
‘The Right to Sex’. Moderated by Alice 
Fishburn, FT opinion and analysis editor 

17:00 - 17:45 Reimagining post- 
pandemic London
How can we redesign the capital?
Joy Lo Dico, House & Home columnist and 
former editor of the Londoner’s Diary; Trevor 
Phillips, writer and broadcaster; Deyan 
Sudjic, writer and curator, former director of 
the London Design Museum. Moderated by 
Nathan Brooker, House & Home editor

17:00 - 17:45 Max Richter – recomposing  
for a new world
The ground-breaking composer and 
pianist, behind the eight-hour epic ‘Sleep’, a 
chart-topping reimagining of Vivaldi’s The 
Four Seasons and, most recently, ‘Exiles’ 
discusses the transportative power of 
music. Max Richter, composer and pianist in 
conversation with Nicola Moulton, journalist 
and editorial director

17:15 - 18:15 Wine tasting with Noble Rot 
Noble Rot co-founder, Dan Keeling presents 
how to start a cellar for less than £1000

15:00 - 15:45 Museums under fire
The challenges facing our favourite institutions. 
Tristram Hunt, Victoria & Albert Museum director; 
Enuma Okoro, FT Life and Arts columnist. 
Moderated by Jan Dalley, FT arts editor 

15:00 - 15:45 Creative destruction?
Will we just go back to business as usual – or can Covid 
lead to a rethink of EVERYTHING and a refashioning 
of the global economy to work better for all? Michael 
Hartnett, Bank of America chief investment strategist; 
Mary Ann Sieghart, commentator and author of ‘The 
Authority Gap’; Merryn Somerset Webb, FTWeekend 
columnist and editor of MoneyWeek; Martin Wolf,  
FT chief economics commentator. Moderated by 
Brooke Masters, FT chief business commentator 

15:00 - 15:45 Acts of kindness: Friendship, love  
and grief in fiction
‘Three things in human life are important: the first  
is to be kind; the second is to be kind; and the third 
is to be kind’, Henry James. How far can friendship 
stretch? How do we bear the things we cannot bear? 
Susie Boyt, author of ‘Loved and Missed’ and Andrew 
O’Hagan, editor at large of the London Review of 
Books and author of ‘Mayflies’

15:00 - 15:45 The death of the English dining  
room — and what this says about us 
The eat-in kitchen has become the new heart 
of the household. But is this a reflection of our 
expanding culinary abilities or have our kitchens 
simply become delightful places to eat our 
Deliveroos? Loyd Grossman, broadcaster and 
author of ‘An Elephant in Rome’ in conversation 
with Peter Chapman, FT commissioning editor, 
House & Home

15:00 - 15:45 The Roaring ’20s: a new golden  
age of glamour?
As the world emerges from deep uncertainty, there’s 
a renewed appetite for high glamour and romance in 
our adventures — from trans-alpine train journeys to 
Amalfi-Coast aperitivi and black-tie suppers in Mayfair. 
But how can old-world glamour evolve to stay relevant 
in a post-pandemic era? Arnaud Champenois, Belmond 
senior vice president, brand & marketing; Harry 
Hastings, Plan South America founder and director; 
Marie-Louise Sciò, Pellicano Hotels creative director 
and CEO; Tom Robbins, FT travel editor. Moderated by 
Tim Auld, How To Spend It executive editor

15:00 - 15:45 The art of Lunch with the FT
How do you get a CEO to drop their guard, a duchess 
to spill the beans or an elderly statesman to reveal all, 
over a starched white tablecloth or an outrageously 
good bottle of wine? The FT’s top Lunchers show us 
how it is done. Lionel Barber, former FT editor talks 
to Harriet Agnew, FT asset management editor and 
Edward Luce, FT US national editor

15:00 - 15:45 Can money buy you love? 
More people than ever have turned to online  
dating during the pandemic. Now a multi-billion 
dollar industry, this panel will explore the financial – 
and practical – considerations for FT readers looking 
to find love online. Meg Honigmann, journalist at 
Harpers Bazaar and millennial dating expert;  
Lucy Kellaway, former FT columnist and author  
of ‘Re-educated’; Daniel Pembrey, author.  
Moderated by Claer Barrett, FT consumer editor 

17:00 - 17:45 Cryptocurrencies:  
Cult or investment of the decade?
Katie Martin, FT markets editor with 
Jemima Kelly, FT Alphaville reporter 
and columnist

15:00 - 15:40 Heat, fire & smoke the Swedish way
The Michelin-starred chef Niklas Ekstedt will 
turn up the heat, with a seared elk heart, served 
alongside a special Swedish flatbread with allspice 
butter and lingonberries

16:00 - 16:45 A radical future for the  
art world?
The art world has sounded the alarm on 
climate change, and its own wasteful habits, 
but is it willing to change? Kate MacGarry, 
Kate MacGarry art gallery founder; James 
Thornton, ClientEarth chief executive; Jane 
and Louise Wilson, artists. Moderated by 
Josh Spero, FT assistant arts editor

16:00 - 16:45 Where is literature going?
Writing between optimism and pessimism.
Ian McEwan, Booker prize-winning novelist 
in conversation with Simon Schama, 
historian and FT contributing editor 

16:00 - 16:45 Live poetry with  
Inua Ellams
Prompted by audience suggestions, the 
award-winning poet and playwright will 
search through his archive to perform 
a reactive and spontaneous selection. 
Plus Ellams’ response to Keats’s ‘Ode 
to Autumn,’ written especially for the 
FTWeekend Festival

16:00 - 16:45 Heaven or hell – the 
headache of writing a column from home 
How do ideas arrive? The dirty little  
secrets of delivering a piece week in, 
week out, keeping the editors at bay – 
and hopefully delighting the readers. 
Enuma Okoro, FT Life & Arts columnist; 
Robert Shrimsley, FTWeekend magazine 
columnist. Moderated by Joy Lo Dico, 
House & Home columnist and former 
editor of the Londoner’s Diary

16:00 - 16:45 Round the world in  
six whiskies
The whisky scene is more varied and more 
global than it has ever been before. Join 
FT drinks columnist and spirits specialist 
Alice Lascelles for a tasting of six drams 
from some of the world’s most exciting 
new-wave distillers

16:00 - 16:45 One in three Britons is 
financially illiterate. Are you?
As the FT launches a financial literacy and 
inclusion charity, the FT’s deputy editor and 
panellists debate the biggest challenges and 
the best solutions. Share your ideas – and 
prepare for your own literacy to be tested...
Lucy Kellaway, head of Now Teach and 
former FT columnist; Paul Lewis, journalist 
and broadcaster; Ken Okoroafor, The 
Humble Penny founder & CEO. Moderated 
by Patrick Jenkins, FT deputy editor
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